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Solvability of degenerate elliptic problems of higher

order via Leray-Lions theorem
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ABSTRACT. We present existence result for nonlinear degenerate elliptic boundary

value problems of higher order. The weak solution is seeked in a suitable weighted

Sobolev space using Leray-Lions theorem.

1. Introduction

We study a general existence theorem for degenerate elliptic boundary
value problems for equations of higher order of the form

(1.1) Σ (-l)'α|DMα(x,ι/,...,DwM)= £ (-l)'α'D«/α(x) in Ω
|α|<m |α|<m

on a closed subspace V satisfying

W^p(v, Ω) c V c Wm*p(v, Ω) ,

where Wm'p(v, Ω) is a certain weighted Sobolev space. The degeneracy is
determined by a vector function v(x) = (vα(x)), |α| < m, with positive compo-
nents vα(x) in Ω satisfying certain integrability assumptions.

When we deal with V φ Wom'p(v> Q\ we always assume that Ω satisfies
the cone property (see e.g. Adams [1]). In fact the subspace V is determined
by the homogeneous boundary conditions appearing in the boundary value
problem for the equation (1.1). The case of V = py0

m>p(v, Ω) corresponds to
the Dirichlet problem (where formally Dβu = Q on dΩ for \β\ <m — 1) and
V — Wm'p(v, Ω) corresponds to the Neumann problem (where formally Dβu — 0
on dΩ for m < \β\ < 2m — 1). However, we can also deal with nonhomo-
geneous boundary value problems considering the equation

in Ω
|α|<m |α|<m
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on V, where the traces of the function u0 and its derivatives on dΩ correspond
to nonhomogeneous boundary conditions (see e.g. Fucίk, Kufner [4]).

In Section 2 we define weighted Sobolev spaces and formulate some
useful imbeddings of the weighted Sobolev spaces into "classical" Sobolev
spaces. In Section 3 we formulate some growth assumptions on "coefficients"
AΛ(x9 ξ). The main result is presented in Section 4. The proof of the main
result which consists in the verification of the Leray-Lions theorem is given
in Section 5. In Section 6 we present some concrete applications in order
to illustrate our (somewhat complicated) assumptions.

This paper may be regarded as a continuation of preceding papers of
Guglielmino, Nicolosi [6] and Drabek, Nicolosi [3] concerning second order
degenerate quasilinear elliptic equations. Since for higher order equations we
cannot apply the truncation method due to De Giorgi [5] (see also
Stampacchia [10]), we are not able to deal with either the case of unbounded
domain Ω or prove the boundedness in L°°(ί2) of the weak solution to (1.1) as
in [3], [6]. The solvability of degenerate equations of the form (1.1) via the
degree theory is studied in Drabek, Kufner, Nicolosi [2], where the degeneracy
is included in the terms Aa(x, ξ) of order | α | = w. In our paper the
degeneration may be included in all terms AΛ(x, ξ) for any |α| < m in a way
similar to Murthy, Stampacchia [9], where the case m = 1 is considered. It
should also be mentioned that in our paper more general assumptions than
those in [2] and [9] are made concerning the degeneracy (see (2.5) and Example
6.1 below).

2. Imbedding Theorems

Let Rn (n > 1) be the n-dimensional Euclidean space with elements x =
(x1 ?..., xn) and Ω be an open nonempty bounded set in Rn with the boundary
dΩ. Denote by M(j) the number of distinct multiindices α = (α l s . . ., απ) such
that the components αr are nonnegative and the length |α| = α 1 -h + απ

does not exceed j. For a given differentiate function u defined in Ω we

denote

D*u(x) = * ' ̂  9 Dku(x) = (DΛu(x); |α| = k} .
Vχll '" Vχnn

Let us denote by W(Ω) the set of all weight functions v(x), i.e. v(x) is
measurable and positive a.e. in Ω. For v0(x) e W(Ω) and 1 < p < +00 we
define the weighted Lebesque space I/(v0, Ω) as the space of all real-valued
functions u(x) for which

\1/P

v0(x)\u(x)\pdx) < + o o .
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Let p > 1 be a real number, m > 1 an integer and let v(x) = (vα(x)),
|α |<m, be a vector function with components vΛ(x)€W(Ω). Further, we
suppose that every component vα(x) satisfies

(2.1) vΛ(x)eL}oc(Ω)9

(2.2) -LeLΪ/r1^^)

for any |α| < m.
Now we denote by Wm'p(v9 Ω) the function space of all real-valued func-

tions u such that the derivatives in the sense of distributions satisfy:

(vΛ)
1/pDΛu e LP(Ω) for all |α| < m .

Condition (2.1) implies that Qftβ) is a subspace of Wm'p(v, Ω) and, conse-

quently, we can introduce the subspace W^0

m'P(v» β) °f Wm'p(v, Ω) as the closure
of CQ(Ω) with respect to the norm

/ f \I/P
NUp,v= Σ vΛ(x)\D*u(x)\pdx) .

\ l « l < m j β /

Moreover, condition (2.2) implies that Wm'p(v, Ω) as well as W™'p(v, Ω)
are reflexive Banach spaces.

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that

(2.3) -LelΛΩ)

for any |α| < m with some g* > 0. Then the space Wm'p(v, Ω) is continuously
imbedded into the "classical" Sobolev space Wm'Pί(v, Ω\ where

P9*

The proof follows from (2.3), (2.4) and Holder inequality (see Leonardi [7]).
In the subsequent discussions we will assume that

(2.5) g* > — — J? - - , n > 2
p + n(p- 1)

and write

Pi P9*

LEMMA 2.2. Let k <m denote a nonnegative integer. Then the following
continuous imbedding s are valid:
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( i ) for fc</c 1,

Wm>p(v, Ω) c^ Ck(Ω)
(ii) for k = KI

Wm'p(v9Ω)^Wk>r(Ω)

with arbitrary r, 1 < r < +00;
(iii) for k> κί9

Wm>p(v, Ω) -c+ Wk>r*(Ω),

where rk satisfies

pg*n
l<rk<qk =

n - Pi(m - k) n(g* + 1) - pg*(m - k) '

Moreover, the imbeddings (i) and (ii) are compact, i.e. Wm'p(v, Ω) <=L»
c^Ck(Ω) for k<κ1 and Wm>p(v, Ω) ̂  c-> wm>r(Ω) for k = κl9 and the
imbedding (iii) is compact, i.e. Wm'p(v, Ω) cι> CL» Wk''k(Ω\ if rk<qk.

The proof of this lemma follows from the preceding Lemma 2.1 and
Sobolev imbedding theorems (see e.g. Adams [1], Leonardi [7]).

REMARK 2.1. (i). The number κ1 given by (2.6) may be negative (or
nonpositive) for certain values g*9 m, n, p. In this case we have no imbedding
theorems of the type (i) and (ii) (or (i)), respectively.

(ii) It follows from our assumption (2.5) that qk > 1 for any nonnegative
integer k < m. Hence Wk'rk(Ω) in Lemma 2.2 (iii) make sense as Sobolev
spaces.

3. Growth conditions

Assume that AΛ(x, ζ\ |α| < m, are Caratheodory functions, i.e. AΛ(',ξ) is
measurable in Ω for all values of ξ e /?M(m) and AΛ(x, ) is continuous in
^M(m) for a e χ E Q an(j for ajj |α| ̂  m Let g^ β _^ β ke a pOsitive> continu-

ous and nondecreasing function. Denote by pf the exponent conjugate to p,

i.,l + i=,.
P P
We then suppose that AΛ(x, ξ), |α| < m, satisfy the following growth

conditions.
(i) Let |α| = m. Then we assume

w + Σ \tβ\pβ + Σ
*ι<\β\<m \β\=m
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where ξ0 = {{,: \β\ < KI}, a.(x) eL"'(Ω),

1 < D =

 r\f\ < (P ~ W"
Pί> p' n(g* + 1) - pg*(m - \β\)

if K! < \β\ < m and

1 < pp < +00 is arbitrary if \β\ = jq .

(ii) Let KJ < |α| < m. Then we assume

\A.(x,ξ)\Z01(\ξ0\)\a.(x)+ Σ \ξβ\"«+ Σ vί
L κι£|βt|<m |/5|=m

where αβ(x) e L1/ίβ(Ω),

tn = — <

= η^l pgf*n - n(flf* + 1) + pg*(m - |α|
Pα?

r,'β|

if κ:x <\β\ <m and

1 < P«/ϊ < +°° is arbitrary if \β\ = Kij .

(iii) Let |α| = /Cj . Then we assume

\AΛ(x9ζ)\£gl(\ξ0\)\aΛ(x)+ Σ lδ/'+ Σ v
L κι^|«|<m \β\=m

where αα(x) e L1/σ(ί2), 0 < σ < l , l < p < p ,

_ _ pg*n _
<Γβ< qiβl " π(0* + l)-M*(m-|/ί|)

if K! < \β\ < m and

1 < rβ < H-oo is arbitrary if \β\ — jq .

(iv) Let |α| < fq. Then we assume

\aΛ
L

\ A Λ ( x , ξ ) \ £ g 1 ( \ ξ 0 \ ) a Λ ( x ) +

where αα(x)e !/(£).

REMARK 3.1. For κi < 0 it is obvious that ξ0 = φ. Hence set g^t) = 1
in this case.
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DEFINITION 3.1. We will denote by CAR the set of all functions
A(x9 ξ): Ω x RM(m) -> R which satisfy the Caratheodory conditions and, more-
over, satisfy the growth conditions (i)-(iv).

Let us denote by Ga the Nemytskii operator associated with the function
AΛ(x, ξ), i.e.

Gα: u(x) ι-» AΛ(x, u(x\ ..., ιιM(m)(x)),

where u(x) = (u±(x\ ..., uM(m)(x)) is a vector function, |α| = m. Let

*= Π Xβ
\β\<m

where Xβ = Cm(Ώ) for \β\ <κ1:Xβ = Lr»(Ω) for jq < |jS| < m; Xβ = Lp(vβ9 Ω)
for \β\ = m.

LEMMA 3.1. Let AΛ(x, £ )eCAR for any |α| < m. Then the Nemytskii
operator GΛ is bounded and continuous from the space X into the dual space
X* for any |α| < m.

PROOF. Let |α| < m, and fix any α. Using the growth conditions (i)-(iv)
and the necessary and sufficient condition for the continuity of the Nemytskii
operator between weighted Lebesgue spaces (see e.g. Drabek, Kufner, Nicolosi
[2], Leonardi [7]), we see that Gα is a bounded and continuous operator
( i ) from X into [Z/(vα, ί2)]* if |α| = m,
(ii) from X into [Lr"(ί2)]* if q < |α| < m,
(iii) from X into L1^) <= [L°°(̂ )]* c X* if |α| < K^

Let fΛ be the functions appearing on the right hand side of (1.1). We
will assume that functions /α, |α| < m, satisfy the following conditions
(a) /α(x) e [Z/(vα, fl)]* = Z/'(vα-<^>, ί2) if |α| = m,
(b) /α(x) € [Lr (ί2)]» = Lr (fl) if ic! < |α| < m,
(c) /.(jcJeL^if \*\<κ1.

It follows from (a)-(c) that fΛeX*9 |α |<m. We denote / = (/«(*)),
|α| <m, i.e. /eX*.

Let V be a closed subspace of Wm>p(v, ί2) such that

Wf>p(v9 Ω)^V^ Wm*p(v, Ω ) .

Then V with norm || | | m f p f V is a reflexive Banach space. Let us denote
by < , •> the pairing between the dual space V* and V.

REMARK 3.2. Due to Lemma 2.2 we have / 6 V* and for any φ e V

D*φεXa

for |α| < m.
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DEFINITION 3.2. A function u e V satisfying the identity

(3.1)
|α|<m ί.'

Aa(x9η9ζ)ζΛ^g2(\η0\) Σ vβ(x)\ζp\> - 03(KI) Σ W
|0|=m K!<|0|<m

for any φ e V is called a weak solution of the boundary value problem for

the equation (1.1) on the space V.

4. Main result

Let 02 :/?-»/? be a continuous, positive and nonincreasing function,

g3:R-+R be a continuous, positive and nondecreasing function. Let us de-

note M0 = M(m) — M(m — 1). We will assume that the following ellipticity

condition is satisfied:

(4.1)

for a.e. x 6 Ω, for £ = {Cα; |α| = m} and η = {ηβ: \β\ < m}, ζ e KM°, q e

where yy0 = {ηβ; \β\ < /q} and rβ is defined in Section 3.

Moreover we assume that the following monotonicity condition in the

principal part is fulfilled:

(4.2) Σ [Λto n, 0 - A*(χ> v> C')(C. - C) > o
|α|=m

for a.e. x e Ω9 η = (ηβ\ \β\ < m} and ζ, ζ' e RM° such that ζ Φ ζ'.

Let c > 0 be a positive constant. Then we assume that the following

coercίvity condition is satisfied

(4.3) Σ AΛ(x9ξ)ξΛ>c Σ vΛ(x)\ξΛ\*
|α|<m |α|<m

for a.e. xεΩ and ξ€RM(m\

THEOREM 4.1. Let AΛeCAR for any | α | < m and assume that (a)-(c),

(4.1)-(4.3) be fulfilled. Then the boundary value problem for the equation (1.1)

on the space V has at least one weak solution.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 consists in the verification of the assumptions

of the Leray-Lions theorem (see e.g. Leray-Lions [8], Fucίk, Kufner [4])

5. Proof of theorem 4.1.

We begin by defining a mapping

A(u,v)\ VxV^V*
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by

(5.1) <Λ(u,t>),w>= £ I Ax(X,u(X),...,Dm-1u(X\Dmv(x))D*w(x)dx
\Λ\=m ,

f
J Ω

+ Σ I AΛ(x9u(x)9...9D
m-1u(x)9D

mu(x))D*w(x)dx
|α|<m Jβ

for u, v, w e V.

LEMMA 5.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 the mapping A(u9 v)
defined in (5.1) is bounded and continuous.

PROOF. Let u9 veV. In view of Remark 3.2 we infer D*u(x) € XΛ for
|α| < m and Dav(x) e XΛ for |α| = m. The assertion now follows directly from
Lemma 3.1.

Let

(5.2) Au = A(u9 u)

for any ueV. By Lemma 5.1 the operator A:V->V* defined by (5.2) is
bounded and continuous. Applying the coercivity condition (4.3) we obtain

(Au,uy= £ f AΛ(x9u,...9D
mu)D*udx

M<mjβ

>c Σ ί va(X)\D'u(X)\"dx = c||M||S,,
l«|^m Jβ

for any u e V. Hence A is coercive.
In virtue of the monotonicity condition (4.2) we have

M, M) - A(U9 V\ « - « » > = Σ f
l«l=m J β

for any M, v e V, i.e. ̂ (M, ϋ) is monotone in the principal part.

LEMMA 5.2. Assume that un converges to v e V weakly, veV and that
A(un9 v) converges weakly to v* in V*.

Then

(5.3) <A(un9 v)9 uny ̂  <ι;*, w> .

PROOF. By the definition of A(u9 v) we have
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(A(uΛ9υ)-A(u,υ),un-uy = £ ί [Λ.(x, uΛ9 ..., D
m-χ, Dmv)

N=m J β

- Aβ(x, fi, . . . , Dm~lu9 D
mv}] (DΛun - DΛv)dx

Σ f
N<m J β

Since {MW} c= K is bounded in V and Dαwn converge strongly to DΛu in
for |α| < m (see Lemma 2.2), we apply Lemma 3.1 to obtain

I(x, un,..., D"~X, Dmv) - Aa(x, «,..., £"•-V £>mι>)] (I>X - Dαu)ίfx -> 0

for |α| = m, and

.(x, uπ,..., D1"-1^, Dmun) - A.(x, «,..., D"-1!!, ϋ

for |α| < m.
Hence

<>!(MΠ, r) - A(u, v), un - u> -> 0 ,

and as we obtain

9 un - M>

> + <A(Mn, t;), M> -> <t?*, M> .

LEMMA 5.3. Lei wπ converge to u weakly in V and '

(5.4) <A(wπ, Wn> - A(un, u\ un - M> ̂  0 .

Tften vVpDaun converge to v^/pDΛu strongly in LP(Ω) for any |α| = m.

Using the ellipticity condition (4.1) and monotonicity condition in the
principal part (4.2) the proof of this lemma is obtained by following the lines
of the proof of Lemma 4.4 in Drabek, Kufner, Nicolosi [2].

Let un converge to u weakly in V and (5.4) hold. Then by Lemma 2.2
we have D*un^>D*u in XΛ for |α| < m and in virtue of Lemma 5.3 we have
DΛun-^Dau in XΛ for |α| = m. Applying Lemma 3.1 we conclude that A(un, v)
converge to A(u, v) strongly in F* for any veV.

Since all the assumptions of the Leray-Lions theorem are verified, there
exists at least one u e V such that

A(u,u) = f,
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for any fe V*, i.e. the boundary value problem for the equation (1.1) on the
space V has at least one weak solution.

6. Applications

EXAMPLE. Let us consider the plane domain Ω a R2

9 ί2 = ] —1, l [x
] — !,![ and put (for x = (xl5 x2) e Ω)

(6.1) V(x l 9x2) =

1 for xl <0

*2(1 ~ *ι)y for X! > 0, x2 > 0

_\x2\"(l - XίY for *! > 0, x2 < 0

with λ, μ and γ real parameters (cf. Drabek, Kufner, Nicolosi [2]). We have
v(x) e W(Ω). Consider the differential equation

(6.2) £ (-l)l«lD"(v(x)|.DXx)r2D°'u(x)) = £ (-l)Mj) /.(x) in Ω.
|α|<m |α|<m

In our case, it is

AΛ(x9 ξ) = v(x)\ξΛ\
p~2ξΛ for |α| < m .

Obviously, we have AΛ(x, £)eCAR for any |α| < m and the ellipticity,
monotonicity and coercivity conditions are satisfied. The appropriate weighted
Sobolev space is

Wm>p(v, Ω) = \u = u(x); I \D"u(x)\pv(x) < +00, |α| < m\ .
( JΩ }

The degeneracy (or singularity) in (6.2) is determined by v(x) = v(x1? x2)
which is given by (6.1) and is included in all terms AΛ(x, ξ\ |α| < m. Moreover
the degeneracy is on a part of

as well as on a segment Γ2 in Ω:

f /„ /-,. V \' ΛΛ f ~\f\ 1 Γ V f\\
1 2 = \X = 1XU X2λ Xl e JU» AL X2 = υ)

Conditions (2.1) and (2.2) indicate that we have to choose exponents λ
and μ from the interval ] — 1, p — 1[ (while no conditions on y are imposed).

Condition (2.5) indicates that λ, μ and y have to be less than ———. Thus,

we have the following conditions on λ, μ and y:

(6.3) λ, μ e]-l,p-l[, yel-α),fc
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If we compare the conditions in (6.3) with an analogous conditions in
Example 5.7 in [2], we put the same limitation for singularity but more
general restriction for degeneracy. Note that y can be taken as y = 1/2 for
any p > 1.

We now check the number κ± in the formula (2.6). In view of (2.5) we
can take

with some ε > 0. We infer from (2.6) that

_ 2 3p + ε(3p - 2)
Kί~m~p 2 + ε(3p-2) '

and hence

κl 6 \m — 3, m —
J PL

(depending on the value of ε > 0).

EXAMPLE 6.2. Let Ω c R2 and v(x) = v(x l 5x2) be as in Example 6.1.
Assume that p > 2. We now suppose that the exponents λ, μ and y satisfy

(6.4) A, μ
J ^ L J * L

2 + <5
Then the weight function v(x) satisfies (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) with g* = -

p-2
for some δ > 0. It follows from (2.6) that κ± > 0.

Consider the differential equation

where v(x l 5 x2) is defined for λ, μ and 7 satisfying (6.4) by (6.1). In this case

and the associated weighted Sobolev space is
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du
v(x l 5 x2)dXldx2 < +00,Wm>p(v9 Ω) = \u = u(x)ι \

( JΩ

Γ 1
i = 1, 2, 11< 1^x^X2 < +°° f

Jo J

(namely, we take v(l f0)(x) = v(0fl)(x) = v(x), v(0>0)(x) = 1).
Obviously, all of the assumptions are fulfilled in this case. Hence the

boundary value problem for the equation (6.5) on V has at least one weak
solution for an arbitrary forcing term feLl(Ω) on the right-hand side.
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